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Brevier is a compact sans, ideal for setting long texts in small or very small type sizes: excellent 
for packaging, instruction booklets, drug information leaflets and anything else that has to be 
legible at very small sizes, even down to 3 points.

Lean and rhythmical, designed ideally to be used at less than 8 points (Brevier was the old 
typefounders’ name for 8-point type), Brevier has a marked horizontal movement and holds 
up well even under adverse printing conditions. The apparently geometric letterforms hide 
humanistic, Renaissance characteristics, the x-height and openings are very generous and the 
strokes slightly modulated.

In order to offset ink spread – which is inevitable when printing very small sizes of type – Brevier 
has large white spaces between the letters. All internal angles have deep ink traps and many 
connections have been left open.

These major optical adjustments become strong and original design features in larger sizes.  
In fact, when printed in large sizes, Brevier letters don't resemble the same letters printed small.

Brevier regular 18/24 pt
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spacing of letters in text influences reading 
speed in normal central and peripheral vision 
(Arditi, knoblauch, & Grunwald, 1990; chung, 
2002; Legge, Rubin, pelli, & schleske, 1985) and 
in low vision (Legge et al., 1985). Increasing letter 
spacing beyond separations normally found in 
text slows reading speed (chung, 2002; Legge 
et al., 1985). This is surprising because increased 
letter spacing reduces crowding, the interference 
with letter recognition from adjacent letters, 
and improves letter-identification performance 
(Bouma, 1970; chung, Levi, & Legge, 2001). In 
this study, we show that the size of the visual 
span (the number of letters in text that can be 
recognized without moving the eyes) can account 
for the observed effects of letter spacing on 
reading speed. 

chung (2002) measured rapid serial visual 
presentation (Rsvp) reading speed for five letter 
spacings at the fovea and 5° and 10° eccentricities 
in the lower visual field. her results showed that 
reading speed in both central and peripheral 
vision did not increase with letter spacing beyond 
the standard spacing (the spacing used in normal 
courier text: 1.16 times the width of the lowercase 
x). In fact, reading speed in central vision declined 
at larger spacings. Legge et al. (1985) obtained 
similar results by using the drifting-text method. 
They measured reading speed with three different 
letter spacings (1x, 1.5x, and 2x standard) for two 
normal and four low-vision participants. 

For all participants, reading speed was highest 
for the standard spacing and decreased for larger 
spacings. 

The visual span for reading refers to the number 
of adjacent letters that can be recognized reliably 

Spacing of letters in text influences reading speed in 
normal central and peripheral vision (Arditi, Knoblauch, 
& Grunwald, 1990; Chung, 2002; Legge, Rubin, Pelli, & 
Schleske, 1985) and in low vision (Legge et al., 1985). 
Increasing letter spacing beyond separations normally 
found in text slows reading speed (Chung, 2002; Legge 
et al., 1985). This is surprising because increased letter 
spacing reduces crowding, the interference with letter 
recognition from adjacent letters, and improves letter-
identification performance (Bouma, 1970; Chung, Levi, 
& Legge, 2001). In this study, we show that the size of 
the visual span (the number of letters in text that can 
be recognized without moving the eyes) can account 
for the observed effects of letter spacing on reading 
speed. 

Chung (2002) measured rapid serial visual 
presentation (RSVP) reading speed for five letter 
spacings at the fovea and 5° and 10° eccentricities in 
the lower visual field. Her results showed that reading 
speed in both central and peripheral vision did not 
increase with letter spacing beyond the standard 
spacing (the spacing used in normal Courier text: 1.16 
times the width of the lowercase x). In fact, reading 
speed in central vision declined at larger spacings. 
Legge et al. (1985) obtained similar results by using 
the drifting-text method. They measured reading 
speed with three different letter spacings (1x, 1.5x, 
and 2x standard) for two normal and four low-vision 
participants. 

For all participants, reading speed was highest 
for the standard spacing and decreased for larger 
spacings. 

The visual span for reading refers to the number of 
adjacent letters that can be recognized reliably without 
moving the eyes. Legge, Ahn, Klitz, and Luebker (1997) 
hypothesized that shrinkage in the size of the visual 
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speed in normal central and peripheral 
vision (Arditi, Knoblauch, & Grunwald, 1990; 
Chung, 2002; Legge, Rubin, Pelli, & Schleske, 
1985) and in low vision (Legge et al., 1985). 
Increasing letter spacing beyond separations 
normally found in text slows reading speed 
(Chung, 2002; Legge et al., 1985). This is 
surprising because increased letter spacing 
reduces crowding, the interference with 
letter recognition from adjacent letters, and 
improves letter-identification performance 
(Bouma, 1970; Chung, Levi, & Legge, 2001). 
In this study, we show that the size of the 
visual span (the number of letters in text that 
can be recognized without moving the eyes) 
can account for the observed effects of letter 
spacing on reading speed. 

Chung (2002) measured rapid serial visual 
presentation (RSVP) reading speed for five 
letter spacings at the fovea and 5° and 10° 
eccentricities in the lower visual field. Her 
results showed that reading speed in both 
central and peripheral vision did not increase 
with letter spacing beyond the standard 
spacing (the spacing used in normal Courier 
text: 1.16 times the width of the lowercase x). 
In fact, reading speed in central vision declined 
at larger spacings. Legge et al. (1985) obtained 
similar results by using the drifting-text 
method. They measured reading speed with 
three different letter spacings (1x, 1.5x, and 2x 
standard) for two normal and four low-vision 
participants. 

For all participants, reading speed was 
highest for the standard spacing and 
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spacing of letters in text influences reading 
speed in normal central and peripheral vision 
(Arditi, knoblauch, & Grunwald, 1990; chung, 
2002; Legge, Rubin, pelli, & schleske, 1985) and 
in low vision (Legge et al., 1985). Increasing letter 
spacing beyond separations normally found in 
text slows reading speed (chung, 2002; Legge 
et al., 1985). This is surprising because increased 
letter spacing reduces crowding, the interference 
with letter recognition from adjacent letters, 
and improves letter-identification performance 
(Bouma, 1970; chung, Levi, & Legge, 2001). In 
this study, we show that the size of the visual 
span (the number of letters in text that can be 
recognized without moving the eyes) can account 
for the observed effects of letter spacing on 
reading speed. 

chung (2002) measured rapid serial visual 
presentation (Rsvp) reading speed for five letter 
spacings at the fovea and 5° and 10° eccentricities 
in the lower visual field. her results showed that 
reading speed in both central and peripheral 
vision did not increase with letter spacing beyond 
the standard spacing (the spacing used in normal 
courier text: 1.16 times the width of the lowercase 
x). In fact, reading speed in central vision declined 
at larger spacings. Legge et al. (1985) obtained 
similar results by using the drifting-text method. 
They measured reading speed with three different 
letter spacings (1x, 1.5x, and 2x standard) for two 
normal and four low-vision participants. 

For all participants, reading speed was highest 
for the standard spacing and decreased for larger 
spacings. 

The visual span for reading refers to the number 
of adjacent letters that can be recognized reliably 

without moving the eyes. Legge, Ahn, klitz, and 
Luebker (1997) hypothesized that shrinkage 
in the size of the visual span could account 
for slower reading for low-contrast text. They 
measured reading time as a function of the length 
of the words used in Rsvp reading at different 
luminance contrast levels. From these reading 
time versus word length functions, Legge, Ahn, 
et al. (1997) estimated that the visual-span size 
decreased from 10 characters to 2 characters 
as contrast decreased from 100% to 5%. Legge, 
mansfield, and chung (2001) introduced a more 
direct method for measuring the visual span, 
based on plots of letter-recognition accuracy 
as a function of distance left and right of the 
midline. These plots were termed visual-span 
profiles. (This method is described in the methods 
section.) These authors showed that visual-
span profiles shrink in size in peripheral vision, 
potentially accounting for the corresponding 
decline of reading speed in peripheral vision 
(chung, mansfield, & Legge, 1998). Legge et al. 
(2001) also formulated a computational model 
that links the size of the visual-span profiles 
to Rsvp reading speed and proposed that the 
size of the visual span imposes a bottle-neck on 
reading speed. 

The concept of visual span expresses the 
intuitively plausible idea that reading speed is 
influenced by the number of letters that can be 
recognized on one glance; it is a kind of Bwindow 
size[ limitation or sampling limitation on reading. 
This general idea has been widely accepted as a 
qualitative limitation on reading from the work 
of Javal in the 19th century, who recognized that 
saccadic eye movements functioned to move this 

sampling window along a line of text (for a review, 
see huey, 1908/1968). until recently, nobody has 
quantified this limitation on reading. 

Three sensory mechanisms almost certainly 
affect the size of the visual spanvdecreasing 
letter acuity outward from the midline, crowding 
between adjacent letters, and decreasing 
accuracy of position signals in peripheral vision. 

The roles of these factors in determining the 
size of the visual span have been reviewed by 
Legge (2007). Increased letter spacing reduces 
crowding, but it also extends the text further into 
peripheral vision, which has reduced acuity and 
reduced positional accuracy. A priori, it is not clear 
how an increase in letter spacing would affect 
the size of the visual span for reading. According 
to the hypothesis that visual span is the primary 
sensory limitation on reading speed, we predicted 
that reading speed should show the same 
dependence on letter spacing as visual-span size. 
The primary goal of this study was to test this 
prediction in central vision by measuring both 
the size of the visual span and reading speed as a 
function of letter spacing. 

Arditi et al. (1990) have argued that crowding 
occurs in central vision near the acuity limit. If 
spacing effects are due to crowding, we would 
expect more pronounced spacing effects for print 
sizes near the acuity limit. To test this idea, chung 
(2002) used two print sizes in her study: one 
larger and one smaller than the critical print size 
(cps). 

The cps is the point above which print size is 
not a limiting factor for reading speed. chung 
found an interaction effect between letter 
spacing and print size for Rsvp reading such that 

a letter spacing that is smaller than the standard 
adversely affects smaller print size more than the 
larger print size. In this study, we also used two 
print sizes (one above and one below the cps) 
to test the interaction effect of letter spacing 
and print size on reading speed and visual-span 
size. Because crowding is more prominent at the 
smaller print size, we expected that small letter 
spacings would limit the visual span and reading 
speed more for the smaller print size than for the 
larger print size. 

The primary evidence that links visual span and 
reading speed has been obtained with the Rsvp 
method in which eye movements are minimized 
(chung et al., 1998; Legge et al., 2001; Legge, 
cheung, Yu, chung, Lee, & Owens, in press). Rsvp 
presents words one at a time in the same position 
in the visual field. however, most everyday 
reading requires saccadic eye movements. It is 
possible that a linkage between reading speed 
and visual-span size for Rsvp reading would not 
generalize to reading with saccades.

characteristics of eye-movement control may 
influence the relationship between visual span 
and reading speed for everyday reading. Legge, 
klitz, and Tjan (1997) and Legge, hooven, klitz, 
mansfield, and Tjan (2002) have formulated a 
computational model (Bmr. chips) to simulate 
saccade planning with different visual-span sizes. 
In general, larger visual spans predict larger 
saccades. On the basis of this model, we would 
also expect to find a close linkage between the 
size of the visual span and saccade-based reading 
speed. A secondary goal of this study was to 
evaluate this expectation. 

To summarize, we tested three predictions: 
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spacing of letters in text influences reading speed in 
normal central and peripheral vision (Arditi, knoblauch, 
& Grunwald, 1990; chung, 2002; Legge, Rubin, pelli, & 
schleske, 1985) and in low vision (Legge et al., 1985). 
Increasing letter spacing beyond separations normally 
found in text slows reading speed (chung, 2002; Legge 
et al., 1985). This is surprising because increased letter 
spacing reduces crowding, the interference with letter 
recognition from adjacent letters, and improves letter-
identification performance (Bouma, 1970; chung, Levi, 
& Legge, 2001). In this study, we show that the size of 
the visual span (the number of letters in text that can be 
recognized without moving the eyes) can account for the 
observed effects of letter spacing on reading speed. 

chung (2002) measured rapid serial visual 
presentation (Rsvp) reading speed for five letter 
spacings at the fovea and 5° and 10° eccentricities in 
the lower visual field. her results showed that reading 
speed in both central and peripheral vision did not 
increase with letter spacing beyond the standard spacing 
(the spacing used in normal courier text: 1.16 times 
the width of the lowercase x). In fact, reading speed in 
central vision declined at larger spacings. Legge et al. 
(1985) obtained similar results by using the drifting-text 
method. They measured reading speed with three 
different letter spacings (1x, 1.5x, and 2x standard) for 
two normal and four low-vision participants. 

For all participants, reading speed was highest for the 
standard spacing and decreased for larger spacings. 

The visual span for reading refers to the number of 
adjacent letters that can be recognized reliably without 
moving the eyes. Legge, Ahn, klitz, and Luebker (1997) 
hypothesized that shrinkage in the size of the visual span 
could account for slower reading for low-contrast text. 
They measured reading time as a function of the length 
of the words used in Rsvp reading at different luminance 
contrast levels. From these reading time versus word 
length functions, Legge, Ahn, et al. (1997) estimated 
that the visual-span size decreased from 10 characters 
to 2 characters as contrast decreased from 100% to 5%. 

spacing of letters in text influences reading speed in normal 
central and peripheral vision (Arditi, knoblauch, & Grunwald, 
1990; chung, 2002; Legge, Rubin, pelli, & schleske, 1985) and 
in low vision (Legge et al., 1985). Increasing letter spacing 
beyond separations normally found in text slows reading speed 
(chung, 2002; Legge et al., 1985). This is surprising because 
increased letter spacing reduces crowding, the interference with 
letter recognition from adjacent letters, and improves letter-
identification performance (Bouma, 1970; chung, Levi, & Legge, 
2001). In this study, we show that the size of the visual span (the 
number of letters in text that can be recognized without moving 
the eyes) can account for the observed effects of letter spacing on 
reading speed. 

chung (2002) measured rapid serial visual presentation (Rsvp) 
reading speed for five letter spacings at the fovea and 5° and 
10° eccentricities in the lower visual field. her results showed 
that reading speed in both central and peripheral vision did not 
increase with letter spacing beyond the standard spacing (the 
spacing used in normal courier text: 1.16 times the width of the 
lowercase x). In fact, reading speed in central vision declined at 
larger spacings. Legge et al. (1985) obtained similar results by 
using the drifting-text method. They measured reading speed with 
three different letter spacings (1x, 1.5x, and 2x standard) for two 
normal and four low-vision participants. 

For all participants, reading speed was highest for the standard 
spacing and decreased for larger spacings. 

The visual span for reading refers to the number of adjacent 
letters that can be recognized reliably without moving the eyes. 
Legge, Ahn, klitz, and Luebker (1997) hypothesized that shrinkage 
in the size of the visual span could account for slower reading 
for low-contrast text. They measured reading time as a function 
of the length of the words used in Rsvp reading at different 
luminance contrast levels. From these reading time versus word 
length functions, Legge, Ahn, et al. (1997) estimated that the 
visual-span size decreased from 10 characters to 2 characters 
as contrast decreased from 100% to 5%. Legge, mansfield, and 
chung (2001) introduced a more direct method for measuring 
the visual span, based on plots of letter-recognition accuracy as 
a function of distance left and right of the midline. These plots 
were termed visual-span profiles. (This method is described in 
the methods section.) These authors showed that visual-span 
profiles shrink in size in peripheral vision, potentially accounting 
for the corresponding decline of reading speed in peripheral 
vision (chung, mansfield, & Legge, 1998). Legge et al. (2001) also 
formulated a computational model that links the size of the visual-
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huey, 1908/1968). until recently, nobody has 

quantified this limitation on reading. 

Three sensory mechanisms almost certainly 

affect the size of the visual spanvdecreasing 

letter acuity outward from the midline, 

crowding between adjacent letters, and 

decreasing accuracy of position signals in 

peripheral vision. 

The roles of these factors in determining the 

size of the visual span have been reviewed by 

Legge (2007). Increased letter spacing reduces 
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spacing of letters in text influences 
reading speed in normal central and 
peripheral vision (Arditi, knoblauch, 
& Grunwald, 1990; chung, 2002; 
Legge, Rubin, pelli, & schleske, 
1985) and in low vision (Legge et 
al., 1985). Increasing letter spacing 
beyond separations normally found 
in text slows reading speed (chung, 
2002; Legge et al., 1985). This is 
surprising because increased letter 
spacing reduces crowding, the 
interference with letter recognition 
from adjacent letters, and improves 
letter-identification performance 
(Bouma, 1970; chung, Levi, & Legge, 
2001). In this study, we show that the 
size of the visual span (the number of 
letters in text that can be recognized 
without moving the eyes) can 
account for the observed effects of 
letter spacing on reading speed. 

chung (2002) measured rapid serial 
visual presentation (Rsvp) reading 
speed for five letter spacings at the 
fovea and 5° and 10° eccentricities 
in the lower visual field. her results 
showed that reading speed in both 
central and peripheral vision did not 
increase with letter spacing beyond 
the standard spacing (the spacing 
used in normal courier text: 1.16 
times the width of the lowercase x). 
In fact, reading speed in central vision 
declined at larger spacings. Legge et 
al. (1985) obtained similar results by 
using the drifting-text method. They 
measured reading speed with three 
different letter spacings (1x, 1.5x, and 
2x standard) for two normal and four 
low-vision participants. 

For all participants, reading speed 
was highest for the standard spacing 
and decreased for larger spacings. 

The visual span for reading refers to 
the number of adjacent letters that 
can be recognized reliably without 
moving the eyes. Legge, Ahn, klitz, 
and Luebker (1997) hypothesized 
that shrinkage in the size of the 
visual span could account for slower 

reading for low-contrast text. They 
measured reading time as a function 
of the length of the words used in 
Rsvp reading at different luminance 
contrast levels. From these reading 
time versus word length functions, 
Legge, Ahn, et al. (1997) estimated 
that the visual-span size decreased 
from 10 characters to 2 characters as 
contrast decreased from 100% to 5%. 
Legge, mansfield, and chung (2001) 
introduced a more direct method for 
measuring the visual span, based on 
plots of letter-recognition accuracy 
as a function of distance left and 
right of the midline. These plots were 
termed visual-span profiles. (This 
method is described in the methods 
section.) These authors showed 
that visual-span profiles shrink in 
size in peripheral vision, potentially 
accounting for the corresponding 
decline of reading speed in peripheral 
vision (chung, mansfield, & Legge, 
1998). Legge et al. (2001) also 
formulated a computational model 
that links the size of the visual-span 
profiles to Rsvp reading speed and 
proposed that the size of the visual 
span imposes a bottle-neck on 
reading speed. 

The concept of visual span 
expresses the intuitively plausible 
idea that reading speed is influenced 
by the number of letters that can 
be recognized on one glance; it is 
a kind of Bwindow size[ limitation 
or sampling limitation on reading. 
This general idea has been widely 
accepted as a qualitative limitation 
on reading from the work of Javal in 
the 19th century, who recognized that 
saccadic eye movements functioned 
to move this sampling window along 
a line of text (for a review, see huey, 
1908/1968). until recently, nobody 
has quantified this limitation on 
reading. 

Three sensory mechanisms 
almost certainly affect the size of 
the visual spanvdecreasing letter 
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spacing of letters in text influences reading speed in 
normal central and peripheral vision (Arditi, knoblauch, 
& Grunwald, 1990; chung, 2002; Legge, Rubin, pelli, & 
schleske, 1985) and in low vision (Legge et al., 1985). 
Increasing letter spacing beyond separations normally 
found in text slows reading speed (chung, 2002; Legge 
et al., 1985). This is surprising because increased letter 
spacing reduces crowding, the interference with letter 
recognition from adjacent letters, and improves letter-
identification performance (Bouma, 1970; chung, Levi, 
& Legge, 2001). In this study, we show that the size of 
the visual span (the number of letters in text that can be 
recognized without moving the eyes) can account for the 
observed effects of letter spacing on reading speed. 

chung (2002) measured rapid serial visual 
presentation (Rsvp) reading speed for five letter 
spacings at the fovea and 5° and 10° eccentricities in 
the lower visual field. her results showed that reading 
speed in both central and peripheral vision did not 
increase with letter spacing beyond the standard spacing 
(the spacing used in normal courier text: 1.16 times 
the width of the lowercase x). In fact, reading speed in 
central vision declined at larger spacings. Legge et al. 
(1985) obtained similar results by using the drifting-text 
method. They measured reading speed with three 
different letter spacings (1x, 1.5x, and 2x standard) for 
two normal and four low-vision participants. 

For all participants, reading speed was highest for the 
standard spacing and decreased for larger spacings. 

The visual span for reading refers to the number of 
adjacent letters that can be recognized reliably without 
moving the eyes. Legge, Ahn, klitz, and Luebker (1997) 
hypothesized that shrinkage in the size of the visual span 
could account for slower reading for low-contrast text. 
They measured reading time as a function of the length 
of the words used in Rsvp reading at different luminance 
contrast levels. From these reading time versus word 
length functions, Legge, Ahn, et al. (1997) estimated 
that the visual-span size decreased from 10 characters 
to 2 characters as contrast decreased from 100% to 5%. 

Spacing of letterS in text influenceS reading 
Speed in normal central and peripheral viSion 
(arditi, Knoblauch, & grunwald, 1990; chung, 2002; 
legge, rubin, pelli, & SchleSKe, 1985) and in low 
viSion (legge et al., 1985). increaSing letter Spacing 
beyond SeparationS normally found in text SlowS 
reading Speed (chung, 2002; legge et al., 1985). thiS iS 
SurpriSing becauSe increaSed letter Spacing reduceS 
crowding, the interference with letter recognition 
from adjacent letterS, and improveS letter-
identification performance (bouma, 1970; chung, 
levi, & legge, 2001). in thiS Study, we Show that the 
Size of the viSual Span (the number of letterS in text 
that can be recognized without moving the eyeS) can 
account for the obServed effectS of letter Spacing 
on reading Speed. 

chung (2002) meaSured rapid Serial viSual 
preSentation (rSvp) reading Speed for five letter 
SpacingS at the fovea and 5° and 10° eccentricitieS 
in the lower viSual field. her reSultS Showed 
that reading Speed in both central and peripheral 
viSion did not increaSe with letter Spacing beyond 
the Standard Spacing (the Spacing uSed in normal 
courier text: 1.16 timeS the width of the lowercaSe 
x). in fact, reading Speed in central viSion declined at 
larger SpacingS. legge et al. (1985) obtained Similar 
reSultS by uSing the drifting-text method. they 
meaSured reading Speed with three different letter 
SpacingS (1x, 1.5x, and 2x Standard) for two normal 
and four low-viSion participantS. 

for all participantS, reading Speed waS higheSt 
for the Standard Spacing and decreaSed for larger 
SpacingS. 

the viSual Span for reading referS to the number 
of adjacent letterS that can be recognized reliably 
without moving the eyeS. legge, ahn, Klitz, and 
luebKer (1997) hypotheSized that ShrinKage in the 
Size of the viSual Span could account for Slower 
reading for low-contraSt text. they meaSured 
reading time aS a function of the length of the 

spacing of letters in text influences 
reading speed in normal central and 
peripheral vision (Arditi, knoblauch, 
& Grunwald, 1990; chung, 2002; 
Legge, Rubin, pelli, & schleske, 
1985) and in low vision (Legge et 
al., 1985). Increasing letter spacing 
beyond separations normally found 
in text slows reading speed (chung, 
2002; Legge et al., 1985). This is 
surprising because increased letter 
spacing reduces crowding, the 
interference with letter recognition 
from adjacent letters, and improves 
letter-identification performance 
(Bouma, 1970; chung, Levi, & Legge, 
2001). In this study, we show that the 
size of the visual span (the number of 
letters in text that can be recognized 
without moving the eyes) can 
account for the observed effects of 
letter spacing on reading speed. 

chung (2002) measured rapid serial 
visual presentation (Rsvp) reading 
speed for five letter spacings at the 
fovea and 5° and 10° eccentricities 
in the lower visual field. her results 
showed that reading speed in both 
central and peripheral vision did not 
increase with letter spacing beyond 
the standard spacing (the spacing 
used in normal courier text: 1.16 
times the width of the lowercase x). 
In fact, reading speed in central vision 
declined at larger spacings. Legge et 
al. (1985) obtained similar results by 
using the drifting-text method. They 
measured reading speed with three 
different letter spacings (1x, 1.5x, and 
2x standard) for two normal and four 
low-vision participants. 

For all participants, reading speed 
was highest for the standard spacing 
and decreased for larger spacings. 

The visual span for reading refers to 
the number of adjacent letters that 
can be recognized reliably without 
moving the eyes. Legge, Ahn, klitz, 
and Luebker (1997) hypothesized 
that shrinkage in the size of the 
visual span could account for slower 

reading for low-contrast text. They 
measured reading time as a function 
of the length of the words used in 
Rsvp reading at different luminance 
contrast levels. From these reading 
time versus word length functions, 
Legge, Ahn, et al. (1997) estimated 
that the visual-span size decreased 
from 10 characters to 2 characters as 
contrast decreased from 100% to 5%. 
Legge, mansfield, and chung (2001) 
introduced a more direct method for 
measuring the visual span, based on 
plots of letter-recognition accuracy 
as a function of distance left and 
right of the midline. These plots were 
termed visual-span profiles. (This 
method is described in the methods 
section.) These authors showed 
that visual-span profiles shrink in 
size in peripheral vision, potentially 
accounting for the corresponding 
decline of reading speed in peripheral 
vision (chung, mansfield, & Legge, 
1998). Legge et al. (2001) also 
formulated a computational model 
that links the size of the visual-span 
profiles to Rsvp reading speed and 
proposed that the size of the visual 
span imposes a bottle-neck on 
reading speed. 

The concept of visual span 
expresses the intuitively plausible 
idea that reading speed is influenced 
by the number of letters that can 
be recognized on one glance; it is 
a kind of Bwindow size[ limitation 
or sampling limitation on reading. 
This general idea has been widely 
accepted as a qualitative limitation 
on reading from the work of Javal in 
the 19th century, who recognized that 
saccadic eye movements functioned 
to move this sampling window along 
a line of text (for a review, see huey, 
1908/1968). until recently, nobody 
has quantified this limitation on 
reading. 

Three sensory mechanisms 
almost certainly affect the size of 
the visual spanvdecreasing letter 

Spacing of letterS in text 
influenceS reading Speed in 
normal central and peripheral 
viSion (arditi, Knoblauch, & 
grunwald, 1990; chung, 2002; 
legge, rubin, pelli, & SchleSKe, 
1985) and in low viSion (legge et 
al., 1985). increaSing letter Spacing 
beyond SeparationS normally 
found in text SlowS reading 
Speed (chung, 2002; legge et al., 
1985). thiS iS SurpriSing becauSe 
increaSed letter Spacing reduceS 
crowding, the interference with 
letter recognition from adjacent 
letterS, and improveS letter-
identification performance 
(bouma, 1970; chung, levi, & legge, 
2001). in thiS Study, we Show that 
the Size of the viSual Span (the 
number of letterS in text that can 
be recognized without moving 
the eyeS) can account for the 
obServed effectS of letter Spacing 
on reading Speed. 

chung (2002) meaSured rapid 
Serial viSual preSentation (rSvp) 
reading Speed for five letter 
SpacingS at the fovea and 5° and 10° 
eccentricitieS in the lower viSual 
field. her reSultS Showed that 
reading Speed in both central and 
peripheral viSion did not increaSe 
with letter Spacing beyond the 
Standard Spacing (the Spacing 
uSed in normal courier text: 1.16 
timeS the width of the lowercaSe 
x). in fact, reading Speed in central 
viSion declined at larger SpacingS. 
legge et al. (1985) obtained Similar 
reSultS by uSing the drifting-text 
method. they meaSured reading 
Speed with three different letter 
SpacingS (1x, 1.5x, and 2x Standard) 
for two normal and four low-
viSion participantS. 

for all participantS, reading 
Speed waS higheSt for the 
Standard Spacing and decreaSed 
for larger SpacingS. 

the viSual Span for reading 

referS to the number of adjacent 
letterS that can be recognized 
reliably without moving the 
eyeS. legge, ahn, Klitz, and 
luebKer (1997) hypotheSized that 
ShrinKage in the Size of the viSual 
Span could account for Slower 
reading for low-contraSt text. 
they meaSured reading time aS 
a function of the length of the 
wordS uSed in rSvp reading at 
different luminance contraSt 
levelS. from theSe reading time 
verSuS word length functionS, 
legge, ahn, et al. (1997) eStimated 
that the viSual-Span Size 
decreaSed from 10 characterS to 2 
characterS aS contraSt decreaSed 
from 100% to 5%. legge, manSfield, 
and chung (2001) introduced a 
more direct method for meaSuring 
the viSual Span, baSed on plotS 
of letter-recognition accuracy 
aS a function of diStance left and 
right of the midline. theSe plotS 
were termed viSual-Span profileS. 
(thiS method iS deScribed in the 
methodS Section.) theSe authorS 
Showed that viSual-Span profileS 
ShrinK in Size in peripheral viSion, 
potentially accounting for the 
correSponding decline of reading 
Speed in peripheral viSion (chung, 
manSfield, & legge, 1998). legge 
et al. (2001) alSo formulated 
a computational model that 
linKS the Size of the viSual-Span 
profileS to rSvp reading Speed 
and propoSed that the Size of the 
viSual Span impoSeS a bottle-necK 
on reading Speed. 

the concept of viSual Span 
expreSSeS the intuitively 
plauSible idea that reading Speed 
iS influenced by the number of 
letterS that can be recognized on 
one glance; it iS a Kind of bwindow 
Size[ limitation or Sampling 
limitation on reading. thiS general 
idea haS been widely accepted aS a 
qualitative limitation on reading 
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Spacing of letters in text influences reading speed in 
normal central and peripheral vision (Arditi, Knoblauch, 
& Grunwald, 1990; Chung, 2002; Legge, Rubin, Pelli, & 
Schleske, 1985) and in low vision (Legge et al., 1985). 
Increasing letter spacing beyond separations normally 
found in text slows reading speed (Chung, 2002; Legge 
et al., 1985). This is surprising because increased letter 
spacing reduces crowding, the interference with letter 
recognition from adjacent letters, and improves letter-
identification performance (Bouma, 1970; Chung, Levi, 
& Legge, 2001). In this study, we show that the size of 
the visual span (the number of letters in text that can 
be recognized without moving the eyes) can account for 
the observed effects of letter spacing on reading speed. 

Chung (2002) measured rapid serial visual 
presentation (RSVP) reading speed for five letter 
spacings at the fovea and 5° and 10° eccentricities in 
the lower visual field. Her results showed that reading 
speed in both central and peripheral vision did not 
increase with letter spacing beyond the standard 
spacing (the spacing used in normal Courier text: 1.16 
times the width of the lowercase x). In fact, reading 
speed in central vision declined at larger spacings. 
Legge et al. (1985) obtained similar results by using 
the drifting-text method. They measured reading 
speed with three different letter spacings (1x, 1.5x, 
and 2x standard) for two normal and four low-vision 
participants. 

For all participants, reading speed was highest 
for the standard spacing and decreased for larger 
spacings. 

The visual span for reading refers to the number of 
adjacent letters that can be recognized reliably without 
moving the eyes. Legge, Ahn, Klitz, and Luebker (1997) 
hypothesized that shrinkage in the size of the visual 
span could account for slower reading for low-contrast 

text. They measured reading time as a function of the 
length of the words used in RSVP reading at different 
luminance contrast levels. From these reading time 
versus word length functions, Legge, Ahn, et al. (1997) 
estimated that the visual-span size decreased from 
10 characters to 2 characters as contrast decreased 
from 100% to 5%. Legge, Mansfield, and Chung (2001) 
introduced a more direct method for measuring the 
visual span, based on plots of letter-recognition 
accuracy as a function of distance left and right of the 
midline. These plots were termed visual-span profiles. 
(This method is described in the Methods section.) 
These authors showed that visual-span profiles shrink 
in size in peripheral vision, potentially accounting 
for the corresponding decline of reading speed in 
peripheral vision (Chung, Mansfield, & Legge, 1998). 
Legge et al. (2001) also formulated a computational 
model that links the size of the visual-span profiles to 
RSVP reading speed and proposed that the size of the 
visual span imposes a bottle-neck on reading speed. 

The concept of visual span expresses the intuitively 
plausible idea that reading speed is influenced by the 
number of letters that can be recognized on one glance; 
it is a kind of Bwindow size[ limitation or sampling 
limitation on reading. This general idea has been widely 
accepted as a qualitative limitation on reading from 
the work of Javal in the 19th century, who recognized 
that saccadic eye movements functioned to move this 
sampling window along a line of text (for a review, see 
Huey, 1908/1968). Until recently, nobody has quantified 
this limitation on reading. 

Three sensory mechanisms almost certainly affect 
the size of the visual spanVdecreasing letter acuity 
outward from the midline, crowding between adjacent 
letters, and decreasing accuracy of position signals in 
peripheral vision. 

The roles of these factors in determining the size of 
the visual span have been reviewed by Legge (2007). 
Increased letter spacing reduces crowding, but it also 
extends the text further into peripheral vision, which 
has reduced acuity and reduced positional accuracy. A 
priori, it is not clear how an increase in letter spacing 
would affect the size of the visual span for reading. 
According to the hypothesis that visual span is the 
primary sensory limitation on reading speed, we 
predicted that reading speed should show the same 
dependence on letter spacing as visual-span size. The 
primary goal of this study was to test this prediction in 
central vision by measuring both the size of the visual 
span and reading speed as a function of letter spacing. 

Arditi et al. (1990) have argued that crowding 
occurs in central vision near the acuity limit. If spacing 
effects are due to crowding, we would expect more 
pronounced spacing effects for print sizes near the 
acuity limit. To test this idea, Chung (2002) used two 
print sizes in her study: one larger and one smaller than 
the critical print size (CPS). 

The CPS is the point above which print size is not 
a limiting factor for reading speed. Chung found an 
interaction effect between letter spacing and print 
size for RSVP reading such that a letter spacing that 
is smaller than the standard adversely affects smaller 
print size more than the larger print size. In this study, 
we also used two print sizes (one above and one below 
the CPS) to test the interaction effect of letter spacing 
and print size on reading speed and visual-span size. 
Because crowding is more prominent at the smaller 
print size, we expected that small letter spacings would 
limit the visual span and reading speed more for the 
smaller print size than for the larger print size. 

The primary evidence that links visual span and 
reading speed has been obtained with the RSVP 

method in which eye movements are minimized (Chung 
et al., 1998; Legge et al., 2001; Legge, Cheung, Yu, 
Chung, Lee, & Owens, in press). RSVP presents words 
one at a time in the same position in the visual field. 
However, most everyday reading requires saccadic 
eye movements. It is possible that a linkage between 
reading speed and visual-span size for RSVP reading 
would not generalize to reading with saccades.

Characteristics of eye-movement control may 
influence the relationship between visual span and 
reading speed for everyday reading. Legge, Klitz, 
and Tjan (1997) and Legge, Hooven, Klitz, Mansfield, 
and Tjan (2002) have formulated a computational 
model (BMr. Chips) to simulate saccade planning with 
different visual-span sizes. In general, larger visual 
spans predict larger saccades. On the basis of this 
model, we would also expect to find a close linkage 
between the size of the visual span and saccade-based 
reading speed. A secondary goal of this study was to 
evaluate this expectation. 

To summarize, we tested three predictions: (1) 
visual-span size and reading speeds have the same 
dependence on letter spacing; (2) this association 
generalizes from RSVP reading to reading with eye 
movements; and (3) letter spacing has different 
limitations on reading speeds and visual spans for print 
sizes above and below the CPS.

(…) We found that visual-span size and reading speed 
had the same qualitative dependence on letter spacing 
and that they were highly correlated. This is consistent 
with the hypothesis that the size of the visual span is a 
front-end visual factor that limits reading speed. We 
now return to a question asked at the beginning of this 
paper – why does reading speed decrease for extrawide 
spacing, despite a likely reduction in crowding? Our 
answer, derived from our hypothesis, is that the size 
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Spacing of letters in text influences reading speed in normal 
central and peripheral vision (Arditi, Knoblauch, & Grunwald, 
1990; Chung, 2002; Legge, Rubin, Pelli, & Schleske, 1985) and 
in low vision (Legge et al., 1985). Increasing letter spacing 
beyond separations normally found in text slows reading speed 
(Chung, 2002; Legge et al., 1985). This is surprising because 
increased letter spacing reduces crowding, the interference 
with letter recognition from adjacent letters, and improves 
letter-identification performance (Bouma, 1970; Chung, Levi, 
& Legge, 2001). In this study, we show that the size of the visual 
span (the number of letters in text that can be recognized 
without moving the eyes) can account for the observed effects 
of letter spacing on reading speed. 

Chung (2002) measured rapid serial visual presentation 
(RSVP) reading speed for five letter spacings at the fovea and 
5° and 10° eccentricities in the lower visual field. Her results 
showed that reading speed in both central and peripheral 
vision did not increase with letter spacing beyond the standard 
spacing (the spacing used in normal Courier text: 1.16 times 
the width of the lowercase x). In fact, reading speed in central 
vision declined at larger spacings. Legge et al. (1985) obtained 
similar results by using the drifting-text method. They 
measured reading speed with three different letter spacings 
(1x, 1.5x, and 2x standard) for two normal and four low-vision 
participants. 

For all participants, reading speed was highest for the 
standard spacing and decreased for larger spacings. 

The visual span for reading refers to the number of adjacent 
letters that can be recognized reliably without moving the 
eyes. Legge, Ahn, Klitz, and Luebker (1997) hypothesized 
that shrinkage in the size of the visual span could account for 
slower reading for low-contrast text. They measured reading 
time as a function of the length of the words used in RSVP 
reading at different luminance contrast levels. From these 
reading time versus word length functions, Legge, Ahn, et al. 
(1997) estimated that the visual-span size decreased from 10 
characters to 2 characters as contrast decreased from 100% 
to 5%. Legge, Mansfield, and Chung (2001) introduced a more 
direct method for measuring the visual span, based on plots 
of letter-recognition accuracy as a function of distance left 

Spacing of letters in text influences reading speed in normal central and 
peripheral vision (Arditi, Knoblauch, & Grunwald, 1990; Chung, 2002; 
Legge, Rubin, Pelli, & Schleske, 1985) and in low vision (Legge et al., 1985). 
Increasing letter spacing beyond separations normally found in text slows 
reading speed (Chung, 2002; Legge et al., 1985). This is surprising because 
increased letter spacing reduces crowding, the interference with letter 
recognition from adjacent letters, and improves letter-identification 
performance (Bouma, 1970; Chung, Levi, & Legge, 2001). In this study, we 
show that the size of the visual span (the number of letters in text that 
can be recognized without moving the eyes) can account for the observed 
effects of letter spacing on reading speed. 

Chung (2002) measured rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) reading 
speed for five letter spacings at the fovea and 5° and 10° eccentricities 
in the lower visual field. Her results showed that reading speed in both 
central and peripheral vision did not increase with letter spacing beyond 
the standard spacing (the spacing used in normal Courier text: 1.16 times 
the width of the lowercase x). In fact, reading speed in central vision 
declined at larger spacings. Legge et al. (1985) obtained similar results by 
using the drifting-text method. They measured reading speed with three 
different letter spacings (1x, 1.5x, and 2x standard) for two normal and 
four low-vision participants. 

For all participants, reading speed was highest for the standard 
spacing and decreased for larger spacings. 

The visual span for reading refers to the number of adjacent letters 
that can be recognized reliably without moving the eyes. Legge, Ahn, 
Klitz, and Luebker (1997) hypothesized that shrinkage in the size of the 
visual span could account for slower reading for low-contrast text. They 
measured reading time as a function of the length of the words used in 
RSVP reading at different luminance contrast levels. From these reading 
time versus word length functions, Legge, Ahn, et al. (1997) estimated 
that the visual-span size decreased from 10 characters to 2 characters as 
contrast decreased from 100% to 5%. Legge, Mansfield, and Chung (2001) 
introduced a more direct method for measuring the visual span, based on 
plots of letter-recognition accuracy as a function of distance left and right 
of the midline. These plots were termed visual-span profiles. (This method 
is described in the Methods section.) These authors showed that visual-
span profiles shrink in size in peripheral vision, potentially accounting 
for the corresponding decline of reading speed in peripheral vision 
(Chung, Mansfield, & Legge, 1998). Legge et al. (2001) also formulated 
a computational model that links the size of the visual-span profiles to 
RSVP reading speed and proposed that the size of the visual span imposes 
a bottle-neck on reading speed. 

The concept of visual span expresses the intuitively plausible idea 
that reading speed is influenced by the number of letters that can 
be recognized on one glance; it is a kind of Bwindow size[ limitation 

Spacing of letters in text influences reading 

speed in normal central and peripheral vision 

(Arditi, Knoblauch, & Grunwald, 1990; Chung, 

2002; Legge, Rubin, Pelli, & Schleske, 1985) and 

in low vision (Legge et al., 1985). Increasing letter 

spacing beyond separations normally found in 

text slows reading speed (Chung, 2002; Legge 

et al., 1985). This is surprising because increased 

letter spacing reduces crowding, the interference 

with letter recognition from adjacent letters, 

and improves letter-identification performance 

(Bouma, 1970; Chung, Levi, & Legge, 2001). In 

this study, we show that the size of the visual 

span (the number of letters in text that can be 

recognized without moving the eyes) can account 

for the observed effects of letter spacing on 

reading speed. 

Chung (2002) measured rapid serial visual 

presentation (RSVP) reading speed for five letter 

spacings at the fovea and 5° and 10° eccentricities 

in the lower visual field. Her results showed that 

reading speed in both central and peripheral vision 

did not increase with letter spacing beyond the 

standard spacing (the spacing used in normal 

Courier text: 1.16 times the width of the lowercase 

x). In fact, reading speed in central vision declined 

at larger spacings. Legge et al. (1985) obtained 

similar results by using the drifting-text method. 

They measured reading speed with three different 

letter spacings (1x, 1.5x, and 2x standard) for two 

normal and four low-vision participants. 

For all participants, reading speed was highest 

for the standard spacing and decreased for 

larger spacings. 

The visual span for reading refers to the number 

of adjacent letters that can be recognized reliably 

without moving the eyes. Legge, Ahn, Klitz, and 

Luebker (1997) hypothesized that shrinkage in the 

size of the visual span could account for slower 

reading for low-contrast text. They measured 

reading time as a function of the length of the 

words used in RSVP reading at different luminance 

contrast levels. From these reading time versus 

word length functions, Legge, Ahn, et al. (1997) 

estimated that the visual-span size decreased 

from 10 characters to 2 characters as contrast 

decreased from 100% to 5%. Legge, Mansfield, and 

Chung (2001) introduced a more direct method 

for measuring the visual span, based on plots 

of letter-recognition accuracy as a function of 

distance left and right of the midline. These plots 

were termed visual-span profiles. (This method is 

described in the Methods section.) These authors 

showed that visual-span profiles shrink in size 

in peripheral vision, potentially accounting for 

the corresponding decline of reading speed in 

peripheral vision (Chung, Mansfield, & Legge, 

1998). Legge et al. (2001) also formulated a 

computational model that links the size of the 

visual-span profiles to RSVP reading speed and 

proposed that the size of the visual span imposes a 

bottle-neck on reading speed. 

The concept of visual span expresses the 

intuitively plausible idea that reading speed is 

influenced by the number of letters that can be 

recognized on one glance; it is a kind of Bwindow 

size[ limitation or sampling limitation on reading. 

This general idea has been widely accepted as a 

qualitative limitation on reading from the work 

of Javal in the 19th century, who recognized that 

saccadic eye movements functioned to move this 

sampling window along a line of text (for a review, 

see Huey, 1908/1968). Until recently, nobody has 

quantified this limitation on reading. 

Three sensory mechanisms almost certainly 

affect the size of the visual spanVdecreasing 

letter acuity outward from the midline, crowding 

between adjacent letters, and decreasing accuracy 

of position signals in peripheral vision. 

The roles of these factors in determining the 

size of the visual span have been reviewed by 

Legge (2007). Increased letter spacing reduces 

crowding, but it also extends the text further into 

peripheral vision, which has reduced acuity and 

reduced positional accuracy. A priori, it is not clear 

how an increase in letter spacing would affect the 

size of the visual span for reading. According to the 

hypothesis that visual span is the primary sensory 

limitation on reading speed, we predicted that 

reading speed should show the same dependence 

on letter spacing as visual-span size. The primary 

goal of this study was to test this prediction in 

central vision by measuring both the size of the 

visual span and reading speed as a function of 

letter spacing. 

Arditi et al. (1990) have argued that crowding 

occurs in central vision near the acuity limit. If 

spacing effects are due to crowding, we would 

expect more pronounced spacing effects for print 

sizes near the acuity limit. To test this idea, Chung 

(2002) used two print sizes in her study: one larger 

and one smaller than the critical print size (CPS). 

The CPS is the point above which print size is not 

a limiting factor for reading speed. Chung found an 

interaction effect between letter spacing and print 

size for RSVP reading such that a letter spacing 

that is smaller than the standard adversely affects 

smaller print size more than the larger print size. In 

this study, we also used two print sizes (one above 

and one below the CPS) to test the interaction 

effect of letter spacing and print size on reading 

speed and visual-span size. Because crowding 

is more prominent at the smaller print size, we 

expected that small letter spacings would limit the 

visual span and reading speed more for the smaller 

print size than for the larger print size. 

The primary evidence that links visual span and 

reading speed has been obtained with the RSVP 

method in which eye movements are minimized 

(Chung et al., 1998; Legge et al., 2001; Legge, 

Spacing of letters in text influences 
reading speed in normal central and 
peripheral vision (Arditi, Knoblauch, & 
Grunwald, 1990; Chung, 2002; Legge, 
Rubin, Pelli, & Schleske, 1985) and in low 
vision (Legge et al., 1985). Increasing 
letter spacing beyond separations 
normally found in text slows reading 
speed (Chung, 2002; Legge et al., 1985). 
This is surprising because increased 
letter spacing reduces crowding, the 
interference with letter recognition 
from adjacent letters, and improves 
letter-identification performance 
(Bouma, 1970; Chung, Levi, & Legge, 
2001). In this study, we show that the size 
of the visual span (the number of letters 
in text that can be recognized without 
moving the eyes) can account for the 
observed effects of letter spacing on 
reading speed. 

Chung (2002) measured rapid serial 
visual presentation (RSVP) reading speed 
for five letter spacings at the fovea and 5° 
and 10° eccentricities in the lower visual 
field. Her results showed that reading 
speed in both central and peripheral 
vision did not increase with letter 
spacing beyond the standard spacing 
(the spacing used in normal Courier text: 
1.16 times the width of the lowercase x). 
In fact, reading speed in central vision 
declined at larger spacings. Legge et al. 
(1985) obtained similar results by using 
the drifting-text method. They measured 
reading speed with three different letter 
spacings (1x, 1.5x, and 2x standard) 
for two normal and four low-vision 
participants. 

For all participants, reading speed was 
highest for the standard spacing and 
decreased for larger spacings. 

The visual span for reading refers to 
the number of adjacent letters that can 
be recognized reliably without moving 
the eyes. Legge, Ahn, Klitz, and Luebker 
(1997) hypothesized that shrinkage in 
the size of the visual span could account 
for slower reading for low-contrast text. 
They measured reading time as a function 
of the length of the words used in RSVP 

reading at different luminance contrast 
levels. From these reading time versus 
word length functions, Legge, Ahn, et al. 
(1997) estimated that the visual-span 
size decreased from 10 characters to 2 
characters as contrast decreased from 
100% to 5%. Legge, Mansfield, and Chung 
(2001) introduced a more direct method 
for measuring the visual span, based on 
plots of letter-recognition accuracy as a 
function of distance left and right of the 
midline. These plots were termed visual-
span profiles. (This method is described 
in the Methods section.) These authors 
showed that visual-span profiles shrink 
in size in peripheral vision, potentially 
accounting for the corresponding decline 
of reading speed in peripheral vision 
(Chung, Mansfield, & Legge, 1998). 
Legge et al. (2001) also formulated a 
computational model that links the 
size of the visual-span profiles to RSVP 
reading speed and proposed that the size 
of the visual span imposes a bottle-neck 
on reading speed. 

The concept of visual span expresses 
the intuitively plausible idea that reading 
speed is influenced by the number of 
letters that can be recognized on one 
glance; it is a kind of Bwindow size[ 
limitation or sampling limitation on 
reading. This general idea has been widely 
accepted as a qualitative limitation on 
reading from the work of Javal in the 19th 
century, who recognized that saccadic 
eye movements functioned to move this 
sampling window along a line of text (for 
a review, see Huey, 1908/1968). Until 
recently, nobody has quantified this 
limitation on reading. 

Three sensory mechanisms almost 
certainly affect the size of the visual 
spanVdecreasing letter acuity outward 
from the midline, crowding between 
adjacent letters, and decreasing accuracy 
of position signals in peripheral vision. 

The roles of these factors in 
determining the size of the visual span 
have been reviewed by Legge (2007). 
Increased letter spacing reduces 
crowding, but it also extends the text 
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Spacing of letters in text influences reading speed 
in normal central and peripheral vision (Arditi, 
Knoblauch, & Grunwald, 1990; Chung, 2002; Legge, 
Rubin, Pelli, & Schleske, 1985) and in low vision 
(Legge et al., 1985). Increasing letter spacing beyond 
separations normally found in text slows reading 
speed (Chung, 2002; Legge et al., 1985). This is 
surprising because increased letter spacing reduces 
crowding, the interference with letter recognition 
from adjacent letters, and improves letter-
identification performance (Bouma, 1970; Chung, 
Levi, & Legge, 2001). In this study, we show that the 
size of the visual span (the number of letters in text 
that can be recognized without moving the eyes) can 
account for the observed effects of letter spacing on 
reading speed. 

Chung (2002) measured rapid serial visual 
presentation (RSVP) reading speed for five letter 
spacings at the fovea and 5° and 10° eccentricities 
in the lower visual field. Her results showed that 
reading speed in both central and peripheral 
vision did not increase with letter spacing beyond 
the standard spacing (the spacing used in normal 
Courier text: 1.16 times the width of the lowercase 
x). In fact, reading speed in central vision declined at 
larger spacings. Legge et al. (1985) obtained similar 
results by using the drifting-text method. They 
measured reading speed with three different letter 
spacings (1x, 1.5x, and 2x standard) for two normal 
and four low-vision participants. 

For all participants, reading speed was highest 
for the standard spacing and decreased for larger 
spacings. 

The visual span for reading refers to the number 
of adjacent letters that can be recognized reliably 
without moving the eyes. Legge, Ahn, Klitz, and 
Luebker (1997) hypothesized that shrinkage in the 
size of the visual span could account for slower 

Spacing of letters in text influences reading speed in normal 
central and peripheral vision (Arditi, Knoblauch, & Grunwald, 
1990; Chung, 2002; Legge, Rubin, Pelli, & Schleske, 1985) and 
in low vision (Legge et al., 1985). Increasing letter spacing 
beyond separations normally found in text slows reading speed 
(Chung, 2002; Legge et al., 1985). This is surprising because 
increased letter spacing reduces crowding, the interference with 
letter recognition from adjacent letters, and improves letter-
identification performance (Bouma, 1970; Chung, Levi, & Legge, 
2001). In this study, we show that the size of the visual span (the 
number of letters in text that can be recognized without moving 
the eyes) can account for the observed effects of letter spacing 
on reading speed. 

Chung (2002) measured rapid serial visual presentation 
(RSVP) reading speed for five letter spacings at the fovea and 
5° and 10° eccentricities in the lower visual field. Her results 
showed that reading speed in both central and peripheral 
vision did not increase with letter spacing beyond the standard 
spacing (the spacing used in normal Courier text: 1.16 times 
the width of the lowercase x). In fact, reading speed in central 
vision declined at larger spacings. Legge et al. (1985) obtained 
similar results by using the drifting-text method. They measured 
reading speed with three different letter spacings (1x, 1.5x, and 
2x standard) for two normal and four low-vision participants. 

For all participants, reading speed was highest for the 
standard spacing and decreased for larger spacings. 

The visual span for reading refers to the number of adjacent 
letters that can be recognized reliably without moving the 
eyes. Legge, Ahn, Klitz, and Luebker (1997) hypothesized that 
shrinkage in the size of the visual span could account for slower 
reading for low-contrast text. They measured reading time as 
a function of the length of the words used in RSVP reading at 
different luminance contrast levels. From these reading time 
versus word length functions, Legge, Ahn, et al. (1997) estimated 
that the visual-span size decreased from 10 characters to 2 
characters as contrast decreased from 100% to 5%. Legge, 
Mansfield, and Chung (2001) introduced a more direct method 
for measuring the visual span, based on plots of letter-
recognition accuracy as a function of distance left and right of 
the midline. These plots were termed visual-span profiles. (This 
method is described in the Methods section.) These authors 
showed that visual-span profiles shrink in size in peripheral 
vision, potentially accounting for the corresponding decline of 

Spacing of letters in text influences 
reading speed in normal central and 
peripheral vision (Arditi, Knoblauch, & 
Grunwald, 1990; Chung, 2002; Legge, 
Rubin, Pelli, & Schleske, 1985) and in low 
vision (Legge et al., 1985). Increasing letter 
spacing beyond separations normally 
found in text slows reading speed (Chung, 
2002; Legge et al., 1985). This is surprising 
because increased letter spacing reduces 
crowding, the interference with letter 
recognition from adjacent letters, and 
improves letter-identification performance 
(Bouma, 1970; Chung, Levi, & Legge, 2001). 
In this study, we show that the size of the 
visual span (the number of letters in text 
that can be recognized without moving the 
eyes) can account for the observed effects 
of letter spacing on reading speed. 

Chung (2002) measured rapid serial 
visual presentation (RSVP) reading speed 
for five letter spacings at the fovea and 5° 
and 10° eccentricities in the lower visual 
field. Her results showed that reading 
speed in both central and peripheral 
vision did not increase with letter spacing 
beyond the standard spacing (the spacing 
used in normal Courier text: 1.16 times the 
width of the lowercase x). In fact, reading 
speed in central vision declined at larger 
spacings. Legge et al. (1985) obtained 
similar results by using the drifting-text 
method. They measured reading speed 
with three different letter spacings (1x, 
1.5x, and 2x standard) for two normal and 
four low-vision participants. 

For all participants, reading speed was 
highest for the standard spacing and 
decreased for larger spacings. 

The visual span for reading refers to 
the number of adjacent letters that can 
be recognized reliably without moving 
the eyes. Legge, Ahn, Klitz, and Luebker 
(1997) hypothesized that shrinkage in 
the size of the visual span could account 
for slower reading for low-contrast text. 
They measured reading time as a function 
of the length of the words used in RSVP 
reading at different luminance contrast 
levels. From these reading time versus 
word length functions, Legge, Ahn, et al. 
(1997) estimated that the visual-span 
size decreased from 10 characters to 2 
characters as contrast decreased from 
100% to 5%. Legge, Mansfield, and Chung 
(2001) introduced a more direct method 
for measuring the visual span, based on 

plots of letter-recognition accuracy as a 
function of distance left and right of the 
midline. These plots were termed visual-
span profiles. (This method is described 
in the Methods section.) These authors 
showed that visual-span profiles shrink 
in size in peripheral vision, potentially 
accounting for the corresponding decline 
of reading speed in peripheral vision 
(Chung, Mansfield, & Legge, 1998). 
Legge et al. (2001) also formulated a 
computational model that links the size of 
the visual-span profiles to RSVP reading 
speed and proposed that the size of the 
visual span imposes a bottle-neck on 
reading speed. 

The concept of visual span expresses 
the intuitively plausible idea that reading 
speed is influenced by the number of 
letters that can be recognized on one 
glance; it is a kind of Bwindow size[ 
limitation or sampling limitation on 
reading. This general idea has been widely 
accepted as a qualitative limitation on 
reading from the work of Javal in the 19th 
century, who recognized that saccadic 
eye movements functioned to move this 
sampling window along a line of text (for 
a review, see Huey, 1908/1968). Until 
recently, nobody has quantified this 
limitation on reading. 

Three sensory mechanisms almost 
certainly affect the size of the visual 
spanVdecreasing letter acuity outward 
from the midline, crowding between 
adjacent letters, and decreasing accuracy 
of position signals in peripheral vision. 

The roles of these factors in determining 
the size of the visual span have been 
reviewed by Legge (2007). Increased letter 
spacing reduces crowding, but it also 
extends the text further into peripheral 
vision, which has reduced acuity and 
reduced positional accuracy. A priori, it is 
not clear how an increase in letter spacing 
would affect the size of the visual span 
for reading. According to the hypothesis 
that visual span is the primary sensory 
limitation on reading speed, we predicted 
that reading speed should show the same 
dependence on letter spacing as visual-
span size. The primary goal of this study 
was to test this prediction in central vision 
by measuring both the size of the visual 
span and reading speed as a function of 
letter spacing. 

Arditi et al. (1990) have argued that 

Spacing of letters in text influences 
reading speed in normal central and 
peripheral vision (Arditi, Knoblauch, 
& Grunwald, 1990; Chung, 2002; 
Legge, Rubin, Pelli, & Schleske, 
1985) and in low vision (Legge et 
al., 1985). Increasing letter spacing 
beyond separations normally found 
in text slows reading speed (Chung, 
2002; Legge et al., 1985). This is 
surprising because increased letter 
spacing reduces crowding, the 
interference with letter recognition 
from adjacent letters, and improves 
letter-identification performance 
(Bouma, 1970; Chung, Levi, & Legge, 
2001). In this study, we show that 
the size of the visual span (the 
number of letters in text that can 
be recognized without moving the 
eyes) can account for the observed 
effects of letter spacing on reading 
speed. 

Chung (2002) measured rapid 
serial visual presentation (RSVP) 
reading speed for five letter 
spacings at the fovea and 5° and 
10° eccentricities in the lower visual 
field. Her results showed that 
reading speed in both central and 
peripheral vision did not increase 
with letter spacing beyond the 
standard spacing (the spacing used 
in normal Courier text: 1.16 times 
the width of the lowercase x). In 
fact, reading speed in central vision 
declined at larger spacings. Legge et 
al. (1985) obtained similar results by 
using the drifting-text method. They 
measured reading speed with three 
different letter spacings (1x, 1.5x, 
and 2x standard) for two normal 
and four low-vision participants. 

For all participants, reading speed 
was highest for the standard 
spacing and decreased for larger 
spacings. 

The visual span for reading refers 
to the number of adjacent letters 

that can be recognized reliably 
without moving the eyes. Legge, 
Ahn, Klitz, and Luebker (1997) 
hypothesized that shrinkage in 
the size of the visual span could 
account for slower reading for 
low-contrast text. They measured 
reading time as a function of the 
length of the words used in RSVP 
reading at different luminance 
contrast levels. From these reading 
time versus word length functions, 
Legge, Ahn, et al. (1997) estimated 
that the visual-span size decreased 
from 10 characters to 2 characters 
as contrast decreased from 100% 
to 5%. Legge, Mansfield, and 
Chung (2001) introduced a more 
direct method for measuring the 
visual span, based on plots of 
letter-recognition accuracy as a 
function of distance left and right 
of the midline. These plots were 
termed visual-span profiles. (This 
method is described in the Methods 
section.) These authors showed 
that visual-span profiles shrink in 
size in peripheral vision, potentially 
accounting for the corresponding 
decline of reading speed in 
peripheral vision (Chung, Mansfield, 
& Legge, 1998). Legge et al. (2001) 
also formulated a computational 
model that links the size of the 
visual-span profiles to RSVP reading 
speed and proposed that the size 
of the visual span imposes a bottle-
neck on reading speed. 

The concept of visual span 
expresses the intuitively plausible 
idea that reading speed is 
influenced by the number of letters 
that can be recognized on one 
glance; it is a kind of Bwindow size[ 
limitation or sampling limitation on 
reading. This general idea has been 
widely accepted as a qualitative 
limitation on reading from the 
work of Javal in the 19th century, 
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Spacing of letters in text influences reading speed 
in normal central and peripheral vision (Arditi, 
Knoblauch, & Grunwald, 1990; Chung, 2002; Legge, 
Rubin, Pelli, & Schleske, 1985) and in low vision 
(Legge et al., 1985). Increasing letter spacing beyond 
separations normally found in text slows reading 
speed (Chung, 2002; Legge et al., 1985). This is 
surprising because increased letter spacing reduces 
crowding, the interference with letter recognition 
from adjacent letters, and improves letter-
identification performance (Bouma, 1970; Chung, 
Levi, & Legge, 2001). In this study, we show that the 
size of the visual span (the number of letters in text 
that can be recognized without moving the eyes) can 
account for the observed effects of letter spacing on 
reading speed. 

Chung (2002) measured rapid serial visual 
presentation (RSVP) reading speed for five letter 
spacings at the fovea and 5° and 10° eccentricities 
in the lower visual field. Her results showed that 
reading speed in both central and peripheral 
vision did not increase with letter spacing beyond 
the standard spacing (the spacing used in normal 
Courier text: 1.16 times the width of the lowercase 
x). In fact, reading speed in central vision declined at 
larger spacings. Legge et al. (1985) obtained similar 
results by using the drifting-text method. They 
measured reading speed with three different letter 
spacings (1x, 1.5x, and 2x standard) for two normal 
and four low-vision participants. 

For all participants, reading speed was highest 
for the standard spacing and decreased for larger 
spacings. 

The visual span for reading refers to the number 
of adjacent letters that can be recognized reliably 
without moving the eyes. Legge, Ahn, Klitz, and 
Luebker (1997) hypothesized that shrinkage in the 
size of the visual span could account for slower 

Spacing of letterS in text influenceS reading 
Speed in normal central and peripheral viSion 
(arditi, Knoblauch, & grunwald, 1990; chung, 2002; 
legge, rubin, pelli, & SchleSKe, 1985) and in low 
viSion (legge et al., 1985). increaSing letter Spacing 
beyond SeparationS normally found in text SlowS 
reading Speed (chung, 2002; legge et al., 1985). thiS 
iS SurpriSing becauSe increaSed letter Spacing 
reduceS crowding, the interference with letter 
recognition from adjacent letterS, and improveS 
letter-identification performance (bouma, 1970; 
chung, levi, & legge, 2001). in thiS Study, we Show 
that the Size of the viSual Span (the number of 
letterS in text that can be recognized without 
moving the eyeS) can account for the obServed 
effectS of letter Spacing on reading Speed. 

chung (2002) meaSured rapid Serial viSual 
preSentation (rSvp) reading Speed for five letter 
SpacingS at the fovea and 5° and 10° eccentricitieS 
in the lower viSual field. her reSultS Showed 
that reading Speed in both central and peripheral 
viSion did not increaSe with letter Spacing beyond 
the Standard Spacing (the Spacing uSed in normal 
courier text: 1.16 timeS the width of the lowercaSe 
x). in fact, reading Speed in central viSion declined 
at larger SpacingS. legge et al. (1985) obtained 
Similar reSultS by uSing the drifting-text method. 
they meaSured reading Speed with three different 
letter SpacingS (1x, 1.5x, and 2x Standard) for two 
normal and four low-viSion participantS. 

for all participantS, reading Speed waS higheSt 
for the Standard Spacing and decreaSed for 
larger SpacingS. 

the viSual Span for reading referS to the number 
of adjacent letterS that can be recognized reliably 
without moving the eyeS. legge, ahn, Klitz, and 
luebKer (1997) hypotheSized that ShrinKage in the 
Size of the viSual Span could account for Slower 

Spacing of letterS in text 
influenceS reading Speed in 
normal central and peripheral 
viSion (arditi, Knoblauch, & 
grunwald, 1990; chung, 2002; 
legge, rubin, pelli, & SchleSKe, 
1985) and in low viSion (legge 
et al., 1985). increaSing letter 
Spacing beyond SeparationS 
normally found in text SlowS 
reading Speed (chung, 2002; 
legge et al., 1985). thiS iS 
SurpriSing becauSe increaSed 
letter Spacing reduceS 
crowding, the interference 
with letter recognition 
from adjacent letterS, and 
improveS letter-identification 
performance (bouma, 1970; 
chung, levi, & legge, 2001). in 
thiS Study, we Show that the Size 
of the viSual Span (the number 
of letterS in text that can be 
recognized without moving 
the eyeS) can account for the 
obServed effectS of letter 
Spacing on reading Speed. 

chung (2002) meaSured rapid 
Serial viSual preSentation 
(rSvp) reading Speed for five 
letter SpacingS at the fovea and 
5° and 10° eccentricitieS in the 
lower viSual field. her reSultS 
Showed that reading Speed in 
both central and peripheral 
viSion did not increaSe with 
letter Spacing beyond the 
Standard Spacing (the Spacing 
uSed in normal courier text: 
1.16 timeS the width of the 
lowercaSe x). in fact, reading 
Speed in central viSion declined 
at larger SpacingS. legge et al. 
(1985) obtained Similar reSultS 
by uSing the drifting-text 
method. they meaSured reading 
Speed with three different 
letter SpacingS (1x, 1.5x, and 2x 
Standard) for two normal and 

four low-viSion participantS. 
for all participantS, reading 

Speed waS higheSt for the 
Standard Spacing and decreaSed 
for larger SpacingS. 

the viSual Span for reading 
referS to the number of 
adjacent letterS that can be 
recognized reliably without 
moving the eyeS. legge, ahn, 
Klitz, and luebKer (1997) 
hypotheSized that ShrinKage 
in the Size of the viSual Span 
could account for Slower 
reading for low-contraSt text. 
they meaSured reading time aS 
a function of the length of the 
wordS uSed in rSvp reading at 
different luminance contraSt 
levelS. from theSe reading time 
verSuS word length functionS, 
legge, ahn, et al. (1997) eStimated 
that the viSual-Span Size 
decreaSed from 10 characterS 
to 2 characterS aS contraSt 
decreaSed from 100% to 5%. 
legge, manSfield, and chung 
(2001) introduced a more direct 
method for meaSuring the 
viSual Span, baSed on plotS of 
letter-recognition accuracy 
aS a function of diStance left 
and right of the midline. theSe 
plotS were termed viSual-
Span profileS. (thiS method 
iS deScribed in the methodS 
Section.) theSe authorS Showed 
that viSual-Span profileS 
ShrinK in Size in peripheral 
viSion, potentially accounting 
for the correSponding 
decline of reading Speed in 
peripheral viSion (chung, 
manSfield, & legge, 1998). legge 
et al. (2001) alSo formulated 
a computational model that 
linKS the Size of the viSual-Span 
profileS to rSvp reading Speed 
and propoSed that the Size of 

Spacing of letters in text influences 
reading speed in normal central and 
peripheral vision (Arditi, Knoblauch, 
& Grunwald, 1990; Chung, 2002; 
Legge, Rubin, Pelli, & Schleske, 
1985) and in low vision (Legge et 
al., 1985). Increasing letter spacing 
beyond separations normally found 
in text slows reading speed (Chung, 
2002; Legge et al., 1985). This is 
surprising because increased letter 
spacing reduces crowding, the 
interference with letter recognition 
from adjacent letters, and improves 
letter-identification performance 
(Bouma, 1970; Chung, Levi, & Legge, 
2001). In this study, we show that 
the size of the visual span (the 
number of letters in text that can 
be recognized without moving the 
eyes) can account for the observed 
effects of letter spacing on reading 
speed. 

Chung (2002) measured rapid 
serial visual presentation (RSVP) 
reading speed for five letter 
spacings at the fovea and 5° and 
10° eccentricities in the lower visual 
field. Her results showed that 
reading speed in both central and 
peripheral vision did not increase 
with letter spacing beyond the 
standard spacing (the spacing used 
in normal Courier text: 1.16 times 
the width of the lowercase x). In 
fact, reading speed in central vision 
declined at larger spacings. Legge et 
al. (1985) obtained similar results by 
using the drifting-text method. They 
measured reading speed with three 
different letter spacings (1x, 1.5x, 
and 2x standard) for two normal 
and four low-vision participants. 

For all participants, reading speed 
was highest for the standard 
spacing and decreased for larger 
spacings. 

The visual span for reading refers 
to the number of adjacent letters 

that can be recognized reliably 
without moving the eyes. Legge, 
Ahn, Klitz, and Luebker (1997) 
hypothesized that shrinkage in 
the size of the visual span could 
account for slower reading for 
low-contrast text. They measured 
reading time as a function of the 
length of the words used in RSVP 
reading at different luminance 
contrast levels. From these reading 
time versus word length functions, 
Legge, Ahn, et al. (1997) estimated 
that the visual-span size decreased 
from 10 characters to 2 characters 
as contrast decreased from 100% 
to 5%. Legge, Mansfield, and 
Chung (2001) introduced a more 
direct method for measuring the 
visual span, based on plots of 
letter-recognition accuracy as a 
function of distance left and right 
of the midline. These plots were 
termed visual-span profiles. (This 
method is described in the Methods 
section.) These authors showed 
that visual-span profiles shrink in 
size in peripheral vision, potentially 
accounting for the corresponding 
decline of reading speed in 
peripheral vision (Chung, Mansfield, 
& Legge, 1998). Legge et al. (2001) 
also formulated a computational 
model that links the size of the 
visual-span profiles to RSVP reading 
speed and proposed that the size 
of the visual span imposes a bottle-
neck on reading speed. 

The concept of visual span 
expresses the intuitively plausible 
idea that reading speed is 
influenced by the number of letters 
that can be recognized on one 
glance; it is a kind of Bwindow size[ 
limitation or sampling limitation on 
reading. This general idea has been 
widely accepted as a qualitative 
limitation on reading from the 
work of Javal in the 19th century, 
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Spacing of letters in text influences reading speed 
in normal central and peripheral vision (Arditi, 
Knoblauch, & Grunwald, 1990; Chung, 2002; Legge, 
Rubin, Pelli, & Schleske, 1985) and in low vision 
(Legge et al., 1985). Increasing letter spacing beyond 
separations normally found in text slows reading 
speed (Chung, 2002; Legge et al., 1985). This is 
surprising because increased letter spacing reduces 
crowding, the interference with letter recognition 
from adjacent letters, and improves letter-
identification performance (Bouma, 1970; Chung, 
Levi, & Legge, 2001). In this study, we show that the 
size of the visual span (the number of letters in text 
that can be recognized without moving the eyes) can 
account for the observed effects of letter spacing on 
reading speed. 

Chung (2002) measured rapid serial visual 
presentation (RSVP) reading speed for five letter 
spacings at the fovea and 5° and 10° eccentricities 
in the lower visual field. Her results showed that 
reading speed in both central and peripheral vision 
did not increase with letter spacing beyond the 
standard spacing (the spacing used in normal Courier 
text: 1.16 times the width of the lowercase x). In fact, 
reading speed in central vision declined at larger 
spacings. Legge et al. (1985) obtained similar results 
by using the drifting-text method. They measured 
reading speed with three different letter spacings (1x, 
1.5x, and 2x standard) for two normal and four low-
vision participants. 

For all participants, reading speed was highest 
for the standard spacing and decreased for larger 
spacings. 

The visual span for reading refers to the number 
of adjacent letters that can be recognized reliably 
without moving the eyes. Legge, Ahn, Klitz, and 
Luebker (1997) hypothesized that shrinkage in the 
size of the visual span could account for slower 
reading for low-contrast text. They measured reading 
time as a function of the length of the words used 

Spacing of letters in text influences reading speed in normal 
central and peripheral vision (Arditi, Knoblauch, & Grunwald, 
1990; Chung, 2002; Legge, Rubin, Pelli, & Schleske, 1985) and 
in low vision (Legge et al., 1985). Increasing letter spacing 
beyond separations normally found in text slows reading 
speed (Chung, 2002; Legge et al., 1985). This is surprising 
because increased letter spacing reduces crowding, the 
interference with letter recognition from adjacent letters, and 
improves letter-identification performance (Bouma, 1970; 
Chung, Levi, & Legge, 2001). In this study, we show that the 
size of the visual span (the number of letters in text that can 
be recognized without moving the eyes) can account for the 
observed effects of letter spacing on reading speed. 

Chung (2002) measured rapid serial visual presentation 
(RSVP) reading speed for five letter spacings at the fovea and 
5° and 10° eccentricities in the lower visual field. Her results 
showed that reading speed in both central and peripheral 
vision did not increase with letter spacing beyond the 
standard spacing (the spacing used in normal Courier text: 1.16 
times the width of the lowercase x). In fact, reading speed in 
central vision declined at larger spacings. Legge et al. (1985) 
obtained similar results by using the drifting-text method. 
They measured reading speed with three different letter 
spacings (1x, 1.5x, and 2x standard) for two normal and four 
low-vision participants. 

For all participants, reading speed was highest for the 
standard spacing and decreased for larger spacings. 

The visual span for reading refers to the number of adjacent 
letters that can be recognized reliably without moving the 
eyes. Legge, Ahn, Klitz, and Luebker (1997) hypothesized 
that shrinkage in the size of the visual span could account for 
slower reading for low-contrast text. They measured reading 
time as a function of the length of the words used in RSVP 
reading at different luminance contrast levels. From these 
reading time versus word length functions, Legge, Ahn, et al. 
(1997) estimated that the visual-span size decreased from 10 
characters to 2 characters as contrast decreased from 100% 
to 5%. Legge, Mansfield, and Chung (2001) introduced a more 
direct method for measuring the visual span, based on plots 
of letter-recognition accuracy as a function of distance left 
and right of the midline. These plots were termed visual-span 
profiles. (This method is described in the Methods section.) 
These authors showed that visual-span profiles shrink 
in size in peripheral vision, potentially accounting for the 
corresponding decline of reading speed in peripheral vision 

Spacing of letters in text influences reading 
speed in normal central and peripheral 
vision (Arditi, Knoblauch, & Grunwald, 
1990; Chung, 2002; Legge, Rubin, Pelli, & 
Schleske, 1985) and in low vision (Legge 
et al., 1985). Increasing letter spacing 
beyond separations normally found in text 
slows reading speed (Chung, 2002; Legge 
et al., 1985). This is surprising because 
increased letter spacing reduces crowding, 
the interference with letter recognition 
from adjacent letters, and improves letter-
identification performance (Bouma, 1970; 
Chung, Levi, & Legge, 2001). In this study, 
we show that the size of the visual span 
(the number of letters in text that can be 
recognized without moving the eyes) can 
account for the observed effects of letter 
spacing on reading speed. 

Chung (2002) measured rapid serial visual 
presentation (RSVP) reading speed for 
five letter spacings at the fovea and 5° and 
10° eccentricities in the lower visual field. 
Her results showed that reading speed 
in both central and peripheral vision did 
not increase with letter spacing beyond 
the standard spacing (the spacing used in 
normal Courier text: 1.16 times the width of 
the lowercase x). In fact, reading speed in 
central vision declined at larger spacings. 
Legge et al. (1985) obtained similar results 
by using the drifting-text method. They 
measured reading speed with three 
different letter spacings (1x, 1.5x, and 2x 
standard) for two normal and four low-
vision participants. 

For all participants, reading speed was 
highest for the standard spacing and 
decreased for larger spacings. 

The visual span for reading refers to 
the number of adjacent letters that can 
be recognized reliably without moving 
the eyes. Legge, Ahn, Klitz, and Luebker 
(1997) hypothesized that shrinkage in 
the size of the visual span could account 
for slower reading for low-contrast text. 
They measured reading time as a function 
of the length of the words used in RSVP 
reading at different luminance contrast 
levels. From these reading time versus 
word length functions, Legge, Ahn, et al. 
(1997) estimated that the visual-span 
size decreased from 10 characters to 2 
characters as contrast decreased from 
100% to 5%. Legge, Mansfield, and Chung 
(2001) introduced a more direct method 
for measuring the visual span, based on 
plots of letter-recognition accuracy as a 
function of distance left and right of the 
midline. These plots were termed visual-

span profiles. (This method is described 
in the Methods section.) These authors 
showed that visual-span profiles shrink 
in size in peripheral vision, potentially 
accounting for the corresponding decline of 
reading speed in peripheral vision (Chung, 
Mansfield, & Legge, 1998). Legge et al. 
(2001) also formulated a computational 
model that links the size of the visual-span 
profiles to RSVP reading speed and 
proposed that the size of the visual span 
imposes a bottle-neck on reading speed. 

The concept of visual span expresses 
the intuitively plausible idea that reading 
speed is influenced by the number of letters 
that can be recognized on one glance; 
it is a kind of Bwindow size[ limitation 
or sampling limitation on reading. This 
general idea has been widely accepted as 
a qualitative limitation on reading from 
the work of Javal in the 19th century, who 
recognized that saccadic eye movements 
functioned to move this sampling window 
along a line of text (for a review, see Huey, 
1908/1968). Until recently, nobody has 
quantified this limitation on reading. 

Three sensory mechanisms almost 
certainly affect the size of the visual 
spanVdecreasing letter acuity outward 
from the midline, crowding between 
adjacent letters, and decreasing accuracy of 
position signals in peripheral vision. 

The roles of these factors in determining 
the size of the visual span have been 
reviewed by Legge (2007). Increased letter 
spacing reduces crowding, but it also 
extends the text further into peripheral 
vision, which has reduced acuity and 
reduced positional accuracy. A priori, it is 
not clear how an increase in letter spacing 
would affect the size of the visual span 
for reading. According to the hypothesis 
that visual span is the primary sensory 
limitation on reading speed, we predicted 
that reading speed should show the same 
dependence on letter spacing as visual-
span size. The primary goal of this study 
was to test this prediction in central vision 
by measuring both the size of the visual 
span and reading speed as a function of 
letter spacing. 

Arditi et al. (1990) have argued that 
crowding occurs in central vision near 
the acuity limit. If spacing effects are 
due to crowding, we would expect more 
pronounced spacing effects for print sizes 
near the acuity limit. To test this idea, 
Chung (2002) used two print sizes in her 
study: one larger and one smaller than the 
critical print size (CPS). 

Spacing of letters in text influences 
reading speed in normal central 
and peripheral vision (Arditi, 
Knoblauch, & Grunwald, 1990; 
Chung, 2002; Legge, Rubin, 
Pelli, & Schleske, 1985) and in 
low vision (Legge et al., 1985). 
Increasing letter spacing beyond 
separations normally found in 
text slows reading speed (Chung, 
2002; Legge et al., 1985). This 
is surprising because increased 
letter spacing reduces crowding, 
the interference with letter 
recognition from adjacent letters, 
and improves letter-identification 
performance (Bouma, 1970; Chung, 
Levi, & Legge, 2001). In this study, 
we show that the size of the visual 
span (the number of letters in text 
that can be recognized without 
moving the eyes) can account 
for the observed effects of letter 
spacing on reading speed. 

Chung (2002) measured rapid 
serial visual presentation (RSVP) 
reading speed for five letter 
spacings at the fovea and 5° and 
10° eccentricities in the lower visual 
field. Her results showed that 
reading speed in both central and 
peripheral vision did not increase 
with letter spacing beyond the 
standard spacing (the spacing 
used in normal Courier text: 1.16 
times the width of the lowercase 
x). In fact, reading speed in central 
vision declined at larger spacings. 
Legge et al. (1985) obtained similar 
results by using the drifting-text 
method. They measured reading 
speed with three different letter 
spacings (1x, 1.5x, and 2x standard) 
for two normal and four low-vision 
participants. 

For all participants, reading speed 
was highest for the standard 
spacing and decreased for larger 
spacings. 

The visual span for reading refers 
to the number of adjacent letters 

that can be recognized reliably 
without moving the eyes. Legge, 
Ahn, Klitz, and Luebker (1997) 
hypothesized that shrinkage in 
the size of the visual span could 
account for slower reading for 
low-contrast text. They measured 
reading time as a function of the 
length of the words used in RSVP 
reading at different luminance 
contrast levels. From these 
reading time versus word length 
functions, Legge, Ahn, et al. (1997) 
estimated that the visual-span size 
decreased from 10 characters to 2 
characters as contrast decreased 
from 100% to 5%. Legge, Mansfield, 
and Chung (2001) introduced a 
more direct method for measuring 
the visual span, based on plots 
of letter-recognition accuracy as 
a function of distance left and 
right of the midline. These plots 
were termed visual-span profiles. 
(This method is described in the 
Methods section.) These authors 
showed that visual-span profiles 
shrink in size in peripheral vision, 
potentially accounting for the 
corresponding decline of reading 
speed in peripheral vision (Chung, 
Mansfield, & Legge, 1998). Legge 
et al. (2001) also formulated a 
computational model that links the 
size of the visual-span profiles to 
RSVP reading speed and proposed 
that the size of the visual span 
imposes a bottle-neck on reading 
speed. 

The concept of visual span 
expresses the intuitively plausible 
idea that reading speed is 
influenced by the number of letters 
that can be recognized on one 
glance; it is a kind of Bwindow size[ 
limitation or sampling limitation on 
reading. This general idea has been 
widely accepted as a qualitative 
limitation on reading from the 
work of Javal in the 19th century, 
who recognized that saccadic eye 
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Spacing of letters in text influences reading speed 
in normal central and peripheral vision (Arditi, 
Knoblauch, & Grunwald, 1990; Chung, 2002; Legge, 
Rubin, Pelli, & Schleske, 1985) and in low vision 
(Legge et al., 1985). Increasing letter spacing beyond 
separations normally found in text slows reading 
speed (Chung, 2002; Legge et al., 1985). This is 
surprising because increased letter spacing reduces 
crowding, the interference with letter recognition 
from adjacent letters, and improves letter-
identification performance (Bouma, 1970; Chung, 
Levi, & Legge, 2001). In this study, we show that the 
size of the visual span (the number of letters in text 
that can be recognized without moving the eyes) can 
account for the observed effects of letter spacing on 
reading speed. 

Chung (2002) measured rapid serial visual 
presentation (RSVP) reading speed for five letter 
spacings at the fovea and 5° and 10° eccentricities 
in the lower visual field. Her results showed that 
reading speed in both central and peripheral vision 
did not increase with letter spacing beyond the 
standard spacing (the spacing used in normal Courier 
text: 1.16 times the width of the lowercase x). In fact, 
reading speed in central vision declined at larger 
spacings. Legge et al. (1985) obtained similar results 
by using the drifting-text method. They measured 
reading speed with three different letter spacings (1x, 
1.5x, and 2x standard) for two normal and four low-
vision participants. 

For all participants, reading speed was highest 
for the standard spacing and decreased for larger 
spacings. 

The visual span for reading refers to the number 
of adjacent letters that can be recognized reliably 
without moving the eyes. Legge, Ahn, Klitz, and 
Luebker (1997) hypothesized that shrinkage in the 
size of the visual span could account for slower 
reading for low-contrast text. They measured reading 
time as a function of the length of the words used 

Spacing of letterS in text influenceS reading 
Speed in normal central and peripheral viSion 
(arditi, Knoblauch, & grunwald, 1990; chung, 
2002; legge, rubin, pelli, & SchleSKe, 1985) and in 
low viSion (legge et al., 1985). increaSing letter 
Spacing beyond SeparationS normally found in 
text SlowS reading Speed (chung, 2002; legge et 
al., 1985). thiS iS SurpriSing becauSe increaSed 
letter Spacing reduceS crowding, the interference 
with letter recognition from adjacent letterS, 
and improveS letter-identification performance 
(bouma, 1970; chung, levi, & legge, 2001). in 
thiS Study, we Show that the Size of the viSual 
Span (the number of letterS in text that can be 
recognized without moving the eyeS) can account 
for the obServed effectS of letter Spacing on 
reading Speed. 

chung (2002) meaSured rapid Serial viSual 
preSentation (rSvp) reading Speed for five letter 
SpacingS at the fovea and 5° and 10° eccentricitieS 
in the lower viSual field. her reSultS Showed 
that reading Speed in both central and peripheral 
viSion did not increaSe with letter Spacing beyond 
the Standard Spacing (the Spacing uSed in normal 
courier text: 1.16 timeS the width of the lowercaSe 
x). in fact, reading Speed in central viSion declined 
at larger SpacingS. legge et al. (1985) obtained 
Similar reSultS by uSing the drifting-text method. 
they meaSured reading Speed with three different 
letter SpacingS (1x, 1.5x, and 2x Standard) for two 
normal and four low-viSion participantS. 

for all participantS, reading Speed waS higheSt 
for the Standard Spacing and decreaSed for 
larger SpacingS. 

the viSual Span for reading referS to the 
number of adjacent letterS that can be recognized 
reliably without moving the eyeS. legge, ahn, Klitz, 
and luebKer (1997) hypotheSized that ShrinKage 
in the Size of the viSual Span could account for 
Slower reading for low-contraSt text. they 

Spacing of letters in text influences 
reading speed in normal central 
and peripheral vision (Arditi, 
Knoblauch, & Grunwald, 1990; 
Chung, 2002; Legge, Rubin, 
Pelli, & Schleske, 1985) and in 
low vision (Legge et al., 1985). 
Increasing letter spacing beyond 
separations normally found in 
text slows reading speed (Chung, 
2002; Legge et al., 1985). This 
is surprising because increased 
letter spacing reduces crowding, 
the interference with letter 
recognition from adjacent letters, 
and improves letter-identification 
performance (Bouma, 1970; Chung, 
Levi, & Legge, 2001). In this study, 
we show that the size of the visual 
span (the number of letters in text 
that can be recognized without 
moving the eyes) can account 
for the observed effects of letter 
spacing on reading speed. 

Chung (2002) measured rapid 
serial visual presentation (RSVP) 
reading speed for five letter 
spacings at the fovea and 5° and 
10° eccentricities in the lower visual 
field. Her results showed that 
reading speed in both central and 
peripheral vision did not increase 
with letter spacing beyond the 
standard spacing (the spacing 
used in normal Courier text: 1.16 
times the width of the lowercase 
x). In fact, reading speed in central 
vision declined at larger spacings. 
Legge et al. (1985) obtained similar 
results by using the drifting-text 
method. They measured reading 
speed with three different letter 
spacings (1x, 1.5x, and 2x standard) 
for two normal and four low-vision 
participants. 

For all participants, reading speed 
was highest for the standard 
spacing and decreased for larger 
spacings. 

The visual span for reading refers 
to the number of adjacent letters 

that can be recognized reliably 
without moving the eyes. Legge, 
Ahn, Klitz, and Luebker (1997) 
hypothesized that shrinkage in 
the size of the visual span could 
account for slower reading for 
low-contrast text. They measured 
reading time as a function of the 
length of the words used in RSVP 
reading at different luminance 
contrast levels. From these 
reading time versus word length 
functions, Legge, Ahn, et al. (1997) 
estimated that the visual-span size 
decreased from 10 characters to 2 
characters as contrast decreased 
from 100% to 5%. Legge, Mansfield, 
and Chung (2001) introduced a 
more direct method for measuring 
the visual span, based on plots 
of letter-recognition accuracy as 
a function of distance left and 
right of the midline. These plots 
were termed visual-span profiles. 
(This method is described in the 
Methods section.) These authors 
showed that visual-span profiles 
shrink in size in peripheral vision, 
potentially accounting for the 
corresponding decline of reading 
speed in peripheral vision (Chung, 
Mansfield, & Legge, 1998). Legge 
et al. (2001) also formulated a 
computational model that links the 
size of the visual-span profiles to 
RSVP reading speed and proposed 
that the size of the visual span 
imposes a bottle-neck on reading 
speed. 

The concept of visual span 
expresses the intuitively plausible 
idea that reading speed is 
influenced by the number of letters 
that can be recognized on one 
glance; it is a kind of Bwindow size[ 
limitation or sampling limitation on 
reading. This general idea has been 
widely accepted as a qualitative 
limitation on reading from the 
work of Javal in the 19th century, 
who recognized that saccadic eye 

Spacing of letterS in text 
influenceS reading Speed in 
normal central and peripheral 
viSion (arditi, Knoblauch, & 
grunwald, 1990; chung, 2002; 
legge, rubin, pelli, & SchleSKe, 
1985) and in low viSion (legge 
et al., 1985). increaSing letter 
Spacing beyond SeparationS 
normally found in text SlowS 
reading Speed (chung, 2002; 
legge et al., 1985). thiS iS 
SurpriSing becauSe increaSed 
letter Spacing reduceS 
crowding, the interference with 
letter recognition from adjacent 
letterS, and improveS letter-
identification performance 
(bouma, 1970; chung, levi, & 
legge, 2001). in thiS Study, we 
Show that the Size of the viSual 
Span (the number of letterS 
in text that can be recognized 
without moving the eyeS) can 
account for the obServed effectS 
of letter Spacing on reading 
Speed. 

chung (2002) meaSured rapid 
Serial viSual preSentation (rSvp) 
reading Speed for five letter 
SpacingS at the fovea and 5° and 
10° eccentricitieS in the lower 
viSual field. her reSultS Showed 
that reading Speed in both 
central and peripheral viSion 
did not increaSe with letter 
Spacing beyond the Standard 
Spacing (the Spacing uSed in 
normal courier text: 1.16 timeS 
the width of the lowercaSe x). 
in fact, reading Speed in central 
viSion declined at larger 
SpacingS. legge et al. (1985) 
obtained Similar reSultS by uSing 
the drifting-text method. they 
meaSured reading Speed with 
three different letter SpacingS 
(1x, 1.5x, and 2x Standard) for 
two normal and four low-viSion 
participantS. 

for all participantS, reading 

Speed waS higheSt for the 
Standard Spacing and decreaSed 
for larger SpacingS. 

the viSual Span for reading 
referS to the number of adjacent 
letterS that can be recognized 
reliably without moving the 
eyeS. legge, ahn, Klitz, and 
luebKer (1997) hypotheSized 
that ShrinKage in the Size of 
the viSual Span could account 
for Slower reading for low-
contraSt text. they meaSured 
reading time aS a function of 
the length of the wordS uSed 
in rSvp reading at different 
luminance contraSt levelS. from 
theSe reading time verSuS word 
length functionS, legge, ahn, 
et al. (1997) eStimated that the 
viSual-Span Size decreaSed from 
10 characterS to 2 characterS aS 
contraSt decreaSed from 100% 
to 5%. legge, manSfield, and 
chung (2001) introduced a more 
direct method for meaSuring 
the viSual Span, baSed on plotS 
of letter-recognition accuracy 
aS a function of diStance left 
and right of the midline. theSe 
plotS were termed viSual-
Span profileS. (thiS method 
iS deScribed in the methodS 
Section.) theSe authorS Showed 
that viSual-Span profileS 
ShrinK in Size in peripheral 
viSion, potentially accounting 
for the correSponding decline 
of reading Speed in peripheral 
viSion (chung, manSfield, 
& legge, 1998). legge et al. 
(2001) alSo formulated a 
computational model that 
linKS the Size of the viSual-Span 
profileS to rSvp reading Speed 
and propoSed that the Size of the 
viSual Span impoSeS a bottle-necK 
on reading Speed. 

the concept of viSual Span 
expreSSeS the intuitively 
plauSible idea that reading Speed 
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Supported languageS
Afrikaans, Albanian, Asturian, Azerbaijani, 
Basque, Bislama, Breton, Bosnian, romanised 
Bulgarian, catalan, croatian, czech, Danish, 
Dutch, english, estonian, Faroese, Finnish, 
French, Friulian, Galician, German, traditional 
German, transliterated Greek, Greenlandic, 
hawai'ian, hungarian, Icelandic, Indonesian, 
Irish Gaelic, Italian, Latin, Lithuanian, maltese, 
moldavian, norwegian, Occitan, polish, 
portuguese, scots, scottish Gaelic, serbo-
croatian poetics, slovak, slovenian, spanish, 
Traditional spanish, swahili, swedish, Tongan, 
uzbek and wolof.

number of gliphS
579

opentype featureS
small capitals,
Denominators,
numerators,
Fractions,
Lining figures,
Tabular figures,
scientific inferiors,
subscript,
superscript

character set Brevier regular
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Supported languageS
Afrikaans, Albanian, Asturian, Azerbaijani, 
Basque, Bislama, Breton, Bosnian, romanised 
Bulgarian, catalan, croatian, czech, Danish, 
Dutch, english, estonian, Faroese, Finnish, 
French, Friulian, Galician, German, traditional 
German, transliterated Greek, Greenlandic, 
hawai'ian, hungarian, Icelandic, Indonesian, 
Irish Gaelic, Italian, Latin, Lithuanian, maltese, 
moldavian, norwegian, Occitan, polish, 
portuguese, scots, scottish Gaelic, serbo-
croatian poetics, slovak, slovenian, spanish, 
Traditional spanish, swahili, swedish, Tongan, 
uzbek and wolof.

number of gliphS
459

opentype featureS
Denominators,
numerators,
Fractions,
Lining figures,
Tabular figures,
scientific inferiors,
subscript,
superscript

character set Brevier italic
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Supported languageS
Afrikaans, Albanian, Asturian, Azerbaijani, 
Basque, Bislama, Breton, Bosnian, romanised 
Bulgarian, catalan, croatian, czech, Danish, 
Dutch, english, estonian, Faroese, Finnish, 
French, Friulian, Galician, German, traditional 
German, transliterated Greek, Greenlandic, 
hawai'ian, hungarian, Icelandic, Indonesian, 
Irish Gaelic, Italian, Latin, Lithuanian, maltese, 
moldavian, norwegian, Occitan, polish, 
portuguese, scots, scottish Gaelic, serbo-
croatian poetics, slovak, slovenian, spanish, 
Traditional spanish, swahili, swedish, Tongan, 
uzbek and wolof.

number of gliphS
579

opentype featureS
small capitals,
Denominators,
numerators,
Fractions,
Lining figures,
Tabular figures,
scientific inferiors,
subscript,
superscript

character set Brevier medium

A B C d e F G H I J K L M n o P q R S T U V w x y z À Á Â Ã Ä Å Ă Ą Æ Ç Ć Ĉ Ċ Č Ď Đ È É Ê Ë Ė Ę Ě 
Ĝ Ğ Ġ Ì Í Î Ï Ĩ Į İ Ĺ Ľ Ł Ð Ñ Ń Ň Ò Ó Ô Õ Ö Ø Ő Œ Ŕ Ř Ś Ŝ Š Ť Ù Ú Û Ü Ũ Ŭ Ů Ű Ų þ Ý Ÿ Ź Ż Ž

a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z à á â ã ä å ă ą æ ç ć ĉ ċ č ď đ è é ê ë ė ę ě ĝ ğ ġ ì í î ï ĩ į ĺ ľ ł ð 
ñ ń ň ò ó ô õ ö ø ő œ ŕ ř ś ŝ š ť ù ú û ü ũ ŭ ů ű ų þ ý ÿ ź ż ž

a b c d e f g h i j K l m n o p q r S t u v w x y z à á â ã ä å ă ąæ ç ć ĉ ċ č ď đ è é ê ë ė ę ě ĝ ğ ġ 
ì í î ï ĩ į ĺ ľ ł ð ñ ń ň ò ó ô õ ö ø őœ ŕ ř ś ŝ š ť ù ú û ü ũ ŭ ů ű ų þ ý ÿ ź ż ž # & ? ! % ‰ ¿ ¡ ƒ 
0 1 2345 6 7 8 9 $ £ ¥ € ¢¤

0 1 2 345 6 7 8 9@$¢£¥€ ^ ¢¤ ¦ §©®¶`¨¯ °´¸˘ ˙˚˛˜˝™◊ª ºßfi fl " #& ' { [ ( ) ] } * , - . / : ; 
? ! \ _¿ ¡ « · »–—‘ ’‚ “ ”„†‡ •…%‰‹ ›+−×÷<≠=> |~¬±≤≥≈∫∞√∑∏∆∂ƒµΩπ

¼½¾⅓⅔⅛⅜⅝⅞01 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ( + , - . )/ 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ( + , - . ) ₀ ₁ ₂ ₃ ₄ ₅ ₆ ₇ ₈ ₉ ₍ , . / ₊ ₋ ₌ ₎ ² ³ ¹ ⁰ ⁴ ⁵ ⁶ ⁷ ⁸ ⁹ ⁽ , . / ⁺ ⁻ ⁼ ⁾
0123456789+−/×÷{[()]}<≠=>  0123456789,.$¢£¥€+−/×÷ [()]}<≠=> 

←↑→↓↔☚☛☜☞
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Ĝ Ğ Ġ Ì Í Î Ï Ĩ Į İ Ĺ Ľ Ł Ð Ñ Ń Ň Ò Ó Ô Õ Ö Ø Ő Œ Ŕ Ř Ś Ŝ Š Ť Ù Ú Û Ü Ũ Ŭ Ů Ű Ų þ Ý Ÿ Ź Ż Ž

a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z à á â ã ä å ă ą æ ç ć ĉ ċ č ď đ è é ê ë ė ę ě ĝ ğ ġ ì í î ï ĩ į ĺ ľ ł ð 
ñ ń ň ò ó ô õ ö ø ő œ ŕ ř ś ŝ š ť ù ú û ü ũ ŭ ů ű ų þ ý ÿ ź ż ž

a b c d e f g h i j K l m n o p q r S t u v w x y z à á â ã ä å ă ąæ ç ć ĉ ċ č ď đ è é ê ë ė ę ě ĝ ğ ġ 
ì í î ï ĩ į ĺ ľ ł ð ñ ń ň ò ó ô õ ö ø őœ ŕ ř ś ŝ š ť ù ú û ü ũ ŭ ů ű ų þ ý ÿ ź ż ž # & ? ! % ‰¿ ¡ ƒ 
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? ! \ _¿ ¡ « · »–—‘ ’‚ “ ”„†‡•…%‰‹›+−×÷<≠=> |~¬±≤≥≈∫∞√∑∏∆∂ƒµΩπ

¼½¾⅓⅔⅛⅜⅝⅞0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ( + , - . )/ 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ( + , - . ) ₀ ₁ ₂ ₃ ₄ ₅ ₆ ₇ ₈ ₉ ₍ , . / ₊ ₋ ₌ ₎ ² ³ ¹ ⁰ ⁴ ⁵ ⁶ ⁷ ⁸ ⁹ ⁽ , . / ⁺ ⁻ ⁼ ⁾
0123456789+−/×÷{[()]}<≠=>  0123456789,.$¢£¥€+−/×÷ [()]}<≠=> 

←↑→↓↔☚☛☜☞

Supported languageS
Afrikaans, Albanian, Asturian, Azerbaijani, 
Basque, Bislama, Breton, Bosnian, romanised 
Bulgarian, catalan, croatian, czech, Danish, 
Dutch, english, estonian, Faroese, Finnish, 
French, Friulian, Galician, German, traditional 
German, transliterated Greek, Greenlandic, 
hawai'ian, hungarian, Icelandic, Indonesian, 
Irish Gaelic, Italian, Latin, Lithuanian, maltese, 
moldavian, norwegian, Occitan, polish, 
portuguese, scots, scottish Gaelic, serbo-
croatian poetics, slovak, slovenian, spanish, 
Traditional spanish, swahili, swedish, Tongan, 
uzbek and wolof.

number of gliphS
579

opentype featureS
small capitals,
Denominators,
numerators,
Fractions,
Lining figures,
Tabular figures,
scientific inferiors,
subscript,
superscript

character set Brevier bold
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